CSI: Rombalds Moor

The Trial Recording Phase

What is the TRP?


Two months (April-May) of ‘practice’



Each Team will be assigned the same set of 20 panels



You are asked to record these panels using the
Recording Form, conventional photography, and
photogrammetry



One completed record for each panel per team (not
individual)



Each Team to co-ordinate their activities, and plan
their field visits.

What is the TRP?


Completed records and images will be submitted to
the CSI Project Team for evaluation



A CSI meeting will be held at the end of the TRP to
provide feedback on the recording, and to address
any issues arising

The TRP is not


a competition (no prizes!)



a test (no marks awarded!)



a race (it doesn’t matter if you don’t manage to
complete all 20 panels)
Note: records created during the TRP will not be
automatically entered onto ERA

Why are we doing a ‘trial’?


Chance for everyone to get to grips with the
techniques, experience a variety of scenarios, and
resolve any issues arising



Chance for the CSI Project Team to discover any
gaps in the training, and to address these



Opportunity to share ideas and agree a final
methodology that everyone is comfortable with, and
update guidance
Aim – consistent, quality recording across teams

Why are we doing a ‘trial’?


Opportunity for each Team to get to know each other
and to experiment with different fieldwork strategies.



Chance for individuals to try out different aspects of
the recording process.
By the time we begin the Main Recording Phase you
should be clearer about your contribution, and each
Team should have a better idea of how to tackle the
recording.

What help will you have?


The training that you have received so far should
stand you in good stead. You also have a number of
Guidance Sheets for reference.



If you still have questions about any of the recording
methods, your first port of call should be your team
mates.



If they are unable to help then, depending on your
query, please contact the CSI Project Team as
follows:

What help will you have?


For questions about access to the moor, or
archaeological features in the area:
Email Gavin Edwards at
Gavin.Edwards@pennineprospects.co.uk



For questions about recording, photography,
photogrammetry, equipment, spreadsheets, forms,
and all other queries:
Email the CSI Project Team at
CSIRombaldsMoor@live.co.uk

What resources will you have?


Toolkit including camera and GPS



Excel spreadsheet listing panels to be recorded, along
with IAG and other references



Copies of the SAM and HER records for the 20 panels



Recording Forms with IAG drawings inserted (where
available) and IAG panel descriptions added



Blank Photography and Photogrammetry Recording
Forms
(All blank recording forms are also available for
download from the web site)

How will we organise ourselves?
You will be expected to plan and undertake the recording
within your teams. The following roles should help:


Fieldwork Co-ordinator: to take a lead with organising
field visits, maintain the list of target panels, and liaise
with the CSI Project Team as needed.



Equipment Manager: to hold and maintain the kit
between visits, ensure that equipment is clean, and that
batteries are charged.



Data Manager: to store completed records and image
files centrally, and provide these to the CSI Project Team
at the end of the TRP.

Fieldwork strategies – 1.
Some suggestions for planning a visit)

General planning)


Think about where the 20 panels are located:


Are they closely grouped?



How many could you visit in a single trip?



What is the terrain like?



Where is parking/access to the moor?

Your Fieldwork Co-ordinator should take a lead with
this process but will need input from everyone

Before each field trip...


Agree which panel/area the team will be visiting



Make sure you have permission



Make arrangements for transport



Make arrangements for equipment (GPS, compass)



Make sure batteries are charged (EM)



Print out any relevant information/images



Pre-load GPS with IAG grid references



Complete the Health & Safety form as far as
possible



Check the weather forecast!



Do your homework

‘Homework’


Review the available information





Look at the IAG records, images and drawings
Check the SAM and HER records
Take a look at other websites, or at Google Earth
Look at the OS map

Could be done by one or two team members but
best if everyone is familiar with the information

Field visits


Begin with a preliminary walkover with the whole
team to



familiarise everyone with the landscape
locate all the panels in the area to be recorded



Then focus on specific panels or specific tasks.
Your initial recce may help you to decide how to
plan this.



Repeat visits are valuable to check the panel in
different light, and to double-check drawings and
plans

On the day)


Check the weather and take appropriate clothing



Complete the Health and Safety Form



Ensure that a minimum of 4 team members goes
out together and remain in verbal contact



Keep an eye on your team members. If anyone is
very cold, wet, or not coping, make sure you get
them off the moor.

After the visit)


Clean equipment and return to EM



Download any image files



Review Notes and amend as necessary



Complete or re-do Location Sketch and Panel
Sketch in black ink, using Google Earth if needed



Complete any measurements using Google Earth if
needed (e.g. proximity to water)



Give the completed recording forms and electronic
files to your team’s DM



Update the FWC



Record your time on your personal timesheet



Complete the Field Information Form

Working as a team


CSI is about teams, not individuals. We are aiming
for a consistent approach, through shared best
practice.



Try to ensure that everyone is involved in some way
– there are many different tasks and everyone
should be able to contribute something. The trial
phase is a chance to find out what that might be.

Working as a team


Small teams responsible for whole panels
OR
(recommended)



‘Specialist’ teams responsible for single aspect of all
panels (pref. working on same day):




Paper recording
Photography
Photogrammetry Team

Things to consider


Optimal weather conditions for different activities



Cameras: difficult to use cameras calibrated for PG
for general photography



Availability of equipment (may need to share)



Availability of team members



Danger of duplication/confusion

Recording Form Tasks





Who
Who
Who
Who

will
will
will
will

do the measuring?
write the notes?
draw the plans?
do the condition assessment?

Maybe swap around on different panels?
Try to reach a consensus on any evaluations.
Make sure everyone has a chance to contribute.

Health, Safety & Good Practice

Risk Management


You will now be working without direct on-site
supervision. It is therefore important that this is
done responsibly and with all due consideration to
issues relating to health and safety.



A general Risk Assessment has been carried out
(copies to be supplied), but it is important that you
continue to consider what you are doing with care
and actively assess your activities for additional
risks.



Where a task or setting is not thought to be
adequately covered, it must not be undertaken until
it has been brought to the attention of the Project
Manager, who will carry out a further risk
assessment.

Record of work undertaken


Each time you undertake a field visit, you should
complete form HS2, to be sent to the Project
Manager (hard copy or via e-mail).



Please note that nobody should attempt to carry out
survey work on the moors by themselves.



Time spent on the project should also be recorded
on an individual basis on form VM4.

Weather Conditions


Always check the weather forecast. Once out on the
moor you must pay close attention to the changing
conditions, like poor visibility, snow, and sudden
drops in temperature.



Do not plan to work in such conditions, but if the risk
only becomes apparent after work has started it
should then be brought to an end to give sufficient
time to safely get off the moors.



Suitable clothing (including taking into account
changing conditions) must be worn or carried by all
members of the team. It will be the responsibility of
each member to ensure that all the others are
suitably attired before setting off.

Ground Conditions


Much of the Watershed Landscape Project area is
open moorland and most of the work will require
working away from established paths.



It is essential that suitable footwear is worn to cope
with rough terrain, dense vegetation and
waterlogged conditions.



As with clothing, each member of the team must
ensure that all the others comply and exclude
anyone who doesn’t.

Access, livestock, and land-owners


Always choose routes that avoid obstacles such as
streams, bogs and steep drops.



Consideration rights of way and potential disturbance to
wildlife, especially during the nesting season (March-July).



Observe livestock behaviour to ensure that you are not
causing undue disturbance, or possibly provoking an
attack.



If challenged by a landowner, or their agent, about your
right of access you should take note of their views and
leave if requested, even if they are mistaken. Such
instances should be reported to the Project Manager who
will make any necessary approaches to resolve the
situation.

Personal Conduct


Any dealing with other members of the team,
landowners, or members of the public, should be
conducted in a polite manner.



If asked about what you are doing, try to be as
informative as possible, both about your activities
and the nature of the project you are involved with.



Should there be any objection or disagreement
about what you are doing then they should be asked
to raise them with the Project Manager.

Communications & Contact Numbers


At least one member of the team should have a
mobile phone that is fully charged, and checks
should be made to ensure that there is effective
network coverage for the area of work.



Any member of the team with a medical condition
that might affect them while out on the moor, no
matter how low the risk, must make the others fully
aware of any actions to be undertaken or contacts to
be made in advance.

Any questions?

Go forth and
record those
cups and rings!

